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Mitre Saws Survey Competition
Terms & Conditions
1. Information and data submitted by you will be securely stored and never be
shared with any thrid parties.
2. This competition is open to residents of Evolution’s trading markets from the
United Kingdom.
3. This competition not open to suppliers, employees or contractors of Evolution
Power Tools and companies connected with the competition, or their families.
4. No purchase is necessary.
5. The competition prize offered as stated is non-exchangeable or transferable.
No cash alternatives will be provided.
6. Evolution will randomly select and notify the winner(s) be email.
Once notified by Evolution, winner(s) will need to contact Evolution’s UK
Marketing Department to arrange collection or delivery of their prize. If a
collection is being made in person, the winner(s) will need to bring proof of
identity e.g. birth certificate, driver’s licence or passport.
7. When Evolution sends out prizes, Evolution will post them using the UPS
worldwide courier service. Evolution cannot be held responsible for prizes that
do not arrive, whether sent by Evolution or a prize-giver on Evolution’s behalf.
8. Evolution reserve the right to pick alternative winners, if the original winner(s)
do not contact us within 20 working days of being informed they have won to
claim their prize.
9. Winner’s will be notified in the first instance by email, where phone and
address details will then be requested to organise the prizes.
10. Evolution will list winners’ names and locations on it’s website after the
winner has replied to the first email confirming they are a winner to this
competition.
11. Evolution reserve the right to publish the name(s) and location(s) of winner(s)
on the Evolution Power Tools website.
12. This competition is only open to people aged 18 or over and Evolution Power
Tools will require winners to prove they meet this requirement, before the
prize is despatched.
13. Evolution reserve the right to cancel or suspend any prize at any point,
without liability to the prize-givers or winners.
14. Evolution’s decision is final on all matters and we will not enter into any
further correspondence.
15. By entering, you agree to be bound by these rules in relation to these prize
draws and to receive our emailshots, until you opt out from doing so.

